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Artistic Researches 
In Reduction Kiln

Atmospheres
Feyza Cakir Ozgundogdu
explores the outcome of this 

firing process

MANY LIVING CREATURES ON EARTH live in an atmo-
spheric environment consisting of various gases. Ele-
ments that form the earth, as well as humans, animals

and plants, are also sensitive to gases that the atmosphere. The most
important atmospheric element in the respiration of mammals is
also an important element for many soil-based raw materials used in

ceramics. Only 1/1000 of the oxygen is available in the atmosphere
in a gas state. The remaining part is available in rock compounds, water and

organic materials.
The role of oxygen is especially important in the firing stage for ceramic raw

materials. Clay and glaze undergo transformation due to the effect of heat in
kiln. Such transformations are seen as follows sequentially: Gas is disemmi-
nated because of the decomposition of the compounds. (H2O and CO leave
the clay structure). At the same time, some chemicals melt and form fixing
agents or new compounds harden the product or form crystals during cooling.
All such transformations are stable phases in the firing processes based on fac-
tors such as composition of the structure, temperature reached during firing
and firing rate. Another significant factor in the firing process is the structure of
the atmosphere containing gases in the kiln in which the firing is carried out.

The quality of the atmosphere in the kiln is the determining factor in regard
to ensuring the colour, porosity, electrical and mechanical specifications
aimed at, based on the type of product that will be fired. The atmosphere in
the kiln varies according to the ratio of the oxygen in the environment, such as
reduction, oxidation or neutral. The environment, where a sufficient amount
of oxygen input is ensured in order that the fuel in the kiln atmosphere can be
fired completely, is called an oxidising environment. The atmosphere, where
oxygen input is restricted, is a reduction atmosphere.

The objective of reduction firing is to reduce the atoms of Fe2O3 to FeO in
order to ensure that the yellow-pink colour, created in the structure in an oxi-
dation environment by Fe2O3, the most available compound found in the raw
materials in nature is changed. FeO gives blue-green colour in silicates and

Flame in a reductive
environment has a

longer, slowly spreading,
red-coloured and smoky

appearance and character.
The characteristics of the

firing are determined
through the chemical

analysis carried out on
the burned gases in the
kiln atmosphere. The

larger the materials
produced and the thicker

its wall thickness, the
more important it is to
control the temperature

and structure of the
reduction environment.

Tower. 2003. Fired at
1350ºc. Isolator Clay.

27 x 13 x 12 cm.
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facilitates the whiteness desired in the porcelain structure. Reduction firing
also influences the behaviours of alkali in the clay and ensures that the clay
hardens and the pores in it are removed.

Reduction firing, used for different product types in industry, is also used in
firing electro-porcelain in tunnel kilns in Çanakkale Ceramic Factory. The
firing process in tunnel kilns are carried out with the wagons passing through
the stationary fire area with a defined speed. In tunnel kilns straight wagons
enter the tunnel after loading with periodical intervals cause each other to
move and they pass preheating, firing and cooling areas sequentially.

The moisture in the structure of electro-porcelain products shaped on lathes
is removed completely by air jets after they are taken into the drying chambers.
The products, which are then glazed, are loaded in the kilns with firing pro-
grams appropriate to their dimensions. 

In standard products, the colour effects of the reduction atmosphere on the
clay are invisible since such products are fired after being glazed completely.
However, in examinations carried out for aesthetics purposes, some genuine
textures and colour results have been observed in the structure caused by such
firing. The works in the photographs are fired in tunnel kiln #10 in the
Çanakkale Ceramics Factory.

The length of  kiln #10 is 105 m. The firing time from cold to cold in this
kiln that can contain 52 wagons in the tunnel is 50 hours. Wagons are taken
into the tunnel kiln every 58 minutes. 

The tunnel kiln consists of five separate parts: Preheating area, oxidation
area, reduction area: reduction is commenced at 1000ºC. Carbon Monoxide
in the environment is reduced to approximately 2-5 per cent by limiting the
oxygen inlet. In the neutral phase, the atmosphere is neutral or in low reduc-
tion. This environment continues approximately from 1250ºC to 1350ºC.
Therefore the completely melded felspar vitrifies and melds the quartz by
absorbing it. Cooling area: This area also includes slow, normal and fast cool-
ing intervals. In the tunnel kilns in the factory, the products are fired with
direct heating through the use of natural gas (open flame). Heat controls are
carried out with seger cones the firing is taken to  1350ºC (12 SK). Thicker
products are fired more slowly.

Since the artistic works that will be fired in tunnel kilns are shaped with elec-
tro-porcelain casting clay, they have thin walls when compared with standard
products. These works are not placed into the kiln directly because they
deform easily. I search for firing success by supporting the internal and exter-
nal hollows in the works in order to ensure that such thin pieces can be fired at
1350ºC. By supporting their structures I fire such forms by embedding them
in aluminum oxide in saggars.

The thickness of the saggars formed by a high-ratio grog additive and refrac-
tory clay can be up to 20 mm and their form can be circular, oval or with cor-
ners. The history of such protective walls that allow firing by protecting the
product from flame goes back to the traditional porcelain kilns in the Far East.
Saggars have been used in tableware porcelain industry in Europe until the
1930s in order to prevent deformation in the firing of special products. The
products embedded in aluminum oxide are fired in saggars placed on each
other. However, such a firing method means loss of space and increased time

Top left: Diagram of a Tunnel
kiln.Vertical section.
Top: Flame Shadow. 2003.
Fired at 1350ºC. Porcelain. 
25 x 15 x 11 cm. 
Above: Flame. 2003. Fired at
1350ºC. Porcelain. 
27 x 13 x 12 cm.
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and energy consumption because of the heating and cooling processes; the
cost increases. With the development of technology, saggars have not been
used after the introduction of kiln cassettes which are more functional. 

Today, saggars can be used in special implementations for ensuring different
carbon spots on the structure in artistic works (See Genç, Bakıran 2003).

In firings carried out in tunnel kilns, the internal spaces of works placed in
the saggars are filled with aluminum oxide up to a definite level. Therefore,
internal and external surfaces of the forms are supported against such defor-
mation possibilities. Such saggars used for calcination of ceramic pigments of
the glazes used in the factory have allowed a firing in the tunnel kiln. 

Firing stains with different colours from yellow to orange to red have been
achieved on the products. Since the stains provided with this firing method are
more visible on simple forms and smooth surfaces, geometrical forms have
been used in the compositions. Architectural construction forms and ele-
ments have inspired the pyramidal formed works. 

The colour values which occur on the forms provide associations based on
the experiences and observations of the spectator. The tones of orange and
red give metaphorical traces related with the environment in which the
works are fired. The evidence of the kiln environment continues to be
reflected in the works.
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Top right: Saggar placed in the
tunnel kiln wagon.

Top: House. 2003. Fired at
1350ºC. 25 x 14 x 17 cm.

Above: Game. 2003. Fired at
1350ºC. 23 x 14 x 11 cm.


